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ON FINITE DIVISION RINGS

ROBERT H. OEHMKE

Abstract. Herein it is shown that the set of right powers of a generic element of a

finite division ring contains a basis of the ring as an algebra over a prime field. This

result is then applied to finite flexible division rings of characteristic not 2 to obtain

commuta tivity.

A finite division ring (or semifield [4]) is a finite algebraic system containing at

least two distinguished elements 0 and 1. A division ring 91 possesses two binary

operations, addition and multiplication, designated in the usual notation and

satisfying the following axioms:

(i) (31, + ) is a group with identity 0.

(ii) If a, b E 91 and ab = 0 then a = 0 or b = 0.

(iii) If a, b, c E 91 then a(b + c) = ab + ac and (a + b)c = ac + be.

(iv) The element 1 satisfies the relationship 1 • a = a • 1 = a for all a in 91.

It is seen easily that there are unique solutions to the equations ax = b and

xa = b for every nonzero a and every b in 91. It also follows easily that addition is

commutative. In fact it can be seen that 9Í is a vector space over some prime field

F = GF(p) and that 91 hasp" elements where n is the dimension of 91 over F [4].

Let ux, . . ., u„ be a basis of 91 over F and let ôx, . . . ,Sn be a set of n

algebraically independent elements over F. Let K = F(SX, . . ., 8n). As usual the

algebra 91^ is the tensor product over F of 91 and K. 91^ can be considered as a

vector space over K with basis ux, . . . , un. Thus

x = Sxux + ■ ■ ■ +S„un

is an element of 91^ and is called the generic element of 91 [3].

For any y in 91^- we shall write .y' = y'~x -y,y° = 1 andy1 = y if / > 2 for the

right powers of the element ^. If Ry designates the linear transformation induced by

right multiplication by y then y ' = 1 • RÏ. If x0 is an element of 91 and is written as

x0 = Sxoux + ■ • ■ + 8n0un where 8i0 G F we shall call x0 a specialization of x.

Now Rx as a linear transformation on the vector space 91^ over K has a

characteristic polynomial mx(X) of degree n. If Sx is the matrix representation of Rx

with respect to the basis «,,...,«„ then mx(X) = \XI - Sx\. But clearly, Sx has

entries that are linear over F in the variables 8X, . . ., 8n. Thus mx(X) is a homoge-

neous polynomial in F[X, Sx, . . . , 8„]. We can write mx(X) = 2a,(x)A' where a,(x) is

a homogeneous polynomial in F[8X, . . ., 8n] of degree n - i.

We let Rx designate the linear transformation induced by right multiplication by

x0 in 91. Then Rx   is represented by the matrix Sx  with respect to the basis
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ux, . . . ,un where SX(¡ is the specialization of Sx; i.e., where the variables 8X, . . . ,8n

occurring in Sx are replaced by 5,0, ... , 5„0. Since the entries of Sx are polynomials

this specialization is always well defined. We further extend K to a field L which

contains a new variable 8 and the roots of the polynomials mx (X) and 8 — px (X) in

X where px (X) is the minimal polynomial satisfied by Rx . We can write

mXo(X) = ¡I (X - I,),   8 - pXo(X) = IT (X - A)-
j i

We borrow generously from Braun and Koecher [2, p. 102] in proving the following

result.

Theorem 1. The irreducible factors of px (X) are the same as the irreducible factors

ofmx0(x)-

Proof.

n(s - pXo(&) = nna - a) = ±nn(A -$)
J j      i •     J

= ±n|A/-5j-± IKA/-SJ

= ± I[(SXo-frI)=\8I-p(Sx)\.
i

But p(Sx¡) = 0. Therefore the above polynomial in 8 is 8". Therefore px (£,) = 0 for

all £, and the theorem follows.

Now Rx is nonsingular on the vector space 9t due to the definition of a division

ring. Thus none of the £'s can be 0. It now follows that the constant term of mx(X)

is a homogeneous form in 5,,..., 5„ not representing 0 non trivially.

Let Vx be the subspace of 91^ generated by the right powers of x over K and Rx

the restriction of Rx to Vx. Assume Vx is of dimension m. The characteristic

polynomial, ex(X), of Rx is of degree m and must divide mx(X). Therefore ex(X) must

be homogeneous in X, 8X, . . . , 8n and hence is a polynomial in X with polynomial

coefficients in the 5,'s [5, p. 127]. Therefore the "constant term" of ex(X) is a form of

degree m in 8X, . . . , Sm that divides the "constant term" of mx(X). But then the

"constant term" of ex(X) is a form in n variables and of degree m that does not

represent 0 non trivially. By the Artin-Chevalley Theorem [5, p. 140] we see that

m = n. Therefore

Theorem 2. Vx = 91^ and 1, x, . . ., xn_1 is a basis of 91^.

Following a similar argument as above and assuming 91 is strictly power

associative, McCrimmon [6] gave an alternate proof to Albert's result [1] that such

9l's were fields. We shall give another application of this result to flexible algebras.

A flexible algebra is an algebra for which a(ba) = (ab)a for all a and b in 21. If

La and Ra denote the linear transformations induced by left multiplication and

right multiplication respectively then the flexible identity is equivalent to RaLa =

LaRa for all a E 91. The flexible identity can be linearized to

a(bc) + c(ba) = (ab)c + (cb)a. (1)
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If the characteristic is not 2 then (1) implies a(ba) = (ab)a. Thus in the characteris-

tic not 2 case the flexible identity extends to all scalar extensions of 91, in particular

to 91*. In 91* let W be the set of all vectors w such that w(Rx - Lx) = 0. Clearly

1 G W. If 91 is flexible then W is an Rx invariant subspace of 91 and must be Vx.

But Vx = 91*. Therefore

Theorem 3. If 91 is a flexible division ring of characteristic not 2 then 91 is

commutative.
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